Lesson 11

alphabet

letter

spell

capital letter

My name is Maria. M-a-r-i-a.

A a B b C c D d

lowercase letter

sound

A a B b C c D d
Lesson 14

Important places

classroom

hall

bathroom

gym
Important places

cafeteria

auditorium

computer lab

office

stairs

elevator
Important people

nurse

teacher

student

principal
Important people

- guidance counselor
- secretary
- custodian
- security guard
Lesson 10
alphabet
letter
My name is Maria. M-a-r-i-a.
Lesson 11
capital letter

A a B b C c D d
lowercase letter

A a B b C c D d
sound
Lesson 14
classroom
hall
bathroom
cafeteria
auditorium
computer lab
stairs
nurse
Are you feeling today?

Wrong with her?

To hear that

Should see a doctor

teacher
student
principal
guidance counselor
secretary
custodian
security guard
My name is Maria. M-a-r-i-a.
nurse

student

guidance counselor

security guard

teacher

principal

secretary

custodian